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1. INTRODUCTION 
Professor R. D. Schafer conjectured [11, p. 918) that any algebra carrying 
a nondegenerate form Q which admits associative composition 
Q@Y) = QWQ(r) 
is necessarily a separable finite-dimensional alternative algebra, and that Q 
is a product of irreducible factors of the generic norm. In [Z2] he showed 
such an algebra is necessarily alternative, is separable when finite-dimensional, 
and in this case (using results of Professor N. Jacobson [4]) that Q is a product 
of irreducible factors of the generic norm, so the problem reduced to proving 
finite-dimensionality. This was a classical result if Q was of degree 2; such 
an algebra was a composition algebra, and these could be explicitly constructed 
[2] and shown to have dimension 1,2,4, or 8. There is little hope of generaliz- 
ing this method to Q of arbitrary degree, since it would involve an algorithm 
for constructing all separable alternative algebras. Schafer’s approach was 
more akin to Professor I. Kaplansky’s original proof [6] of the degree 2 
case. Kaplansky linearized the basic identity to show first that the algebra 
was alternative, next that it was algebraic, and finally that it was semisimple. 
At this juncture results on alternative rings were invoked to conclude that 
the algebra was finite-dimensional. 
In this paper we will apply a similar procedure to normed algebras [S]. 
Replacing linearization techniques by differential operators, we will show 
first that such an algebra is a noncommutative Jordan algebra (Lemma l), 
next that it is algebraic (Lemma 2), and finally (Theorem 1) that is a direct 
sum of a finite number of simple ideals which are either 
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(i) of degree 2 over their centers 
(ii) finite-dimensional quasiassociative algebras 
(iii) finite-dimensional commutative Jordan algebras. 
Again, at the climactic moment we introduce a deus ex mackina in the form 
of the Jacobson Coordinatization Theorem to conclude that the simple 
summands of degree f 2 are finite-dimensional. (In the general case of 
normed algebras we don’t always have finite-dimensionality, since the 
Jordan algebra of a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form on an infinite- 
dimensional vector space has a nondegenerate “generic norm” of degree 
2 admitting Jordan composition Q( U,y) = Q(x)“Q(y).) 
From this we will be able to prove Schafer’s original conjecture for alterna- 
tive algebras (Theorem 2) and its analogue for Jordan algebras (Theorem 3). 
There seems to be some difficulty in proving that the norm of an arbitrary 
normed algebra is a product of irreducible factors of the generic norm. 
2. THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS IN INFINITE DIMENSIONS 
Throughout this paper @ will denote an infinite field (except in Section 5) 
of characteristic f 2, X and Y vector spaces over 0 of arbitrary dimension. 
For finite-dimensional spaces the polynomial functions on X are defined 
as the algebra of functions from X to @ generated by the linear functionals 
[I, pp. 21-371. Th ese form an integral domain whose quotient field consists 
of the rational functions on X (defined only on the Zariski-open subsets 
of X where their denominators don’t vanish). The polynomial or rational 
mappings of X into Y are defined as the space spanned by the maps of the 
form x -f(x)y where y is a vector in Y and f is a polynomial or rational 
function on X. In the infinite-dimensional case these constructions lead 
to a class of mappings which we will call the restricted polynomial or rational 
mappings of X into Y, denoted by P&X, Y) or 9&(X, Y). These are essen- 
tially “restricted” to finite-dimensional subspaces: their ranges are contained 
in finite-dimensional subspaces of Y, and they have finite-dimensional 
“supports’‘-for each such F there is a finite-dimensional subspace X0 of X 
and a complement X, such that F(x) = F(x,) for any x = x0 + x1 in X. 
Thus bases {xi}ier for X and {yj}ieJ for Y can be found relative to which F 
has the formF(x) = F(z &xi) = x,tlFj(X, ,..., h,)yi for ordinary polynomial 
or rational functions F&I, ,..., A,). 
This will be too restricted a class for our purposes. The open sets in the 
global Zariski topology for X are those which are “locally open,” i.e., those 
subsets V of X such that V n X,, is Zariski-open in X, for each finite-dimen- 
sional subspace X,, of X. We define the globalpolynomial or rational mappings 
9(X, Y) or 9(X, Y) of X into Y to be those (set-theoretic) mappings from 
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X or a non-empty open subset of X to Y which are “locally restricted”, i.e., 
for every finite-dimensional subspace X0 of X there is a restricted mapping 
F,, in 9,(X, Y) or S&,(X, Y) which coincides with F on X0 :F(x,,) = F,,(x,) 
for those x0 E X, for which F is defined. (Note that this implies the image 
F(X,) is contained in a finite-dimensional subspace Y,, of Y.) These are 
continuous maps in the global Zariski topology. As an example, the diagonal 
map d : X+ X x Xis in B(X, X x X). In general there seems to be no 
way of explicitly writing down an expression for these mappings. 
We claim that all the machinery of the differential calculus [8, pp. 927-9281 
can be extended to these mappings. If u E X, FE W(X, Y) then for those 
x E X for which F(x) is defined we define &F(x) to be a,F,,(x) where 
F,,E BO(X, Y) agrees withF on some finite-dimensional subspace X,, containing 
u and x. This value is independent of the choice of F, and X,, (heuristically, 
a,F(x) is the coefficient of h in F(x + Xu), hence depends only on the values 
F takes on the space @x + @u), and one verifies that a,F E 92(X, Y). The 
differential aF / z : u -+ a,F I5 = &F(x) of F at x is a linear map from X to 
Y (but aF : x--t aF I2 need not be in B!(X, Hom(X, Y)). 
If G E C@(X, Y), F E B(Y, Z) then F o G E S?(X, Z) (using that fact 
that finite-dimensional subspaces are mapped into finite-dimensional sub- 
spaces), and the chain rule implies 
or 
a{F 0 G) lee = aF /G(z) OaGI, 
a,{FO G} Iz = a,F lG(r) for 2, = a,G IX. 
If F :X+X, x **a x X, is given by 
F(x) = (F,(4,...>FnW) 
for Fi : X -+ Xi then a,F is given by 
a,F(x) = (a,Fl(+.., auF&)). 
If F :X1 x **a x X,-+X then 
where Fi : X, + X by F,(yJ = F(x, ,..., yi ,..., x,). These are the three 
basic rules used in actually carrying out differentiations. 
If F is homogeneozls of degree q, F(b) = #F(x) for all h E @, then the 
Euler equation implies 
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A homogeneous polynomial function will be called a form. For rational 
functions we can define the logarithmic derivative 
a, 1ogF = F-‘&F 
even though there is no function log F; the usual rules hold, 
alogFG=alogF+alogG 
a,a, logF = a,a, lop = F-Z~F . a,a$ - a,F . a$}. 
Finally, let us note that any FE 9(X, Y) has a unique extension to F, E 
W(X, , Y,) where D is any extension of the base field @. 
3. NORMED ALGEBRAS 
From now on A will denote a (nonassociative) algebra on X with identity 
c, and Q will denote a form of degree q > 0 which admits composition on A 
in the following sense [8, p. 9281: there are rational mappings E : x -+ E,, 
F : x + F, of X into Hom(X, X) satisfying 
(i) EC = F, = I 
(ii) a,,E IO = a&, a,F lo = t9Ru for O# 01, BE@ where L,, R, 
are left, right multiplications by u E A 
(1) (iii) Q(Ezy) = e(x)Q(y), Q(F=y) = f(x)Q(y) for some rational func- 
tions e, f on X whenever all functions are defined 
(iv) Q(c) # 0. 
We will always assume Q is normalized so that 
Q(c) = 1. 
If Q(y) # 0 we can define a symmetric bilinear form on X by 
44 9 = -a,a, logs h . 
Thus the trace form r = rC is defined; Q is called nondegenerate if r is non- 
degenerate. 
LEMMA 1. If Q admits composition on A then whenever all mappings 
involved are defined we have 
(2) aL(r)v 1ogQ It, = dc, 4 
(3) ~lf(LuY, 4 = aLtuju 1% Q Iv = Tt/(Y? -w 
(4) TJ UvLu, w) = $11, w) for U,,L = R&,, + LV2 - L,a . 
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and dually with L replaced by R. Also, 7 is an associative form: 
(5) T(U * 0, w) = T(U, w - q. 
proof& “These formulas result in a straightfrxward manner from differen- 
ciafiq the basic identity. Consid~rhg Q(Eg) = c{,v)QJy) as a fun&nn of 
x and applying a, Ic we get due l,Q(y) = l (u&l(y) for the right side and 
UQ 0 G) Ic = a, Q IGW for the left side by the chain rule where G(x) = 
&Y, G(c) == y, o = 4,G Ic -- (8,E I,}y = oLtUy. Thus 
or &w~ LogQ Iy = e(k)- Setting y = c shows e(u) = aa, IogQ lo = 
-aa&% log Q I c = ~T(c, u) by Euler’s equation since a, log Q is homogeneous 
of degree -1. Cancelling 01 gives (2). 
For the first part of (3) 
by Euler’s equation. 
NOW (4) becomes an exercise in flipping factors from one side to the 
other by means of (3) and its dual: 
For (5) we have 
= a&(~, Y . W)> 10 -t wd,., log Q Ie (by (3)) 
= ‘(u, 2, . W). 
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A nondegenerate form admitting composition is a norm on A, and such 
an A is a normed algebra. Recall that a noncommutative Jordan algebra [IO] 
is one in which for all x the multiplications L, , Rg, L,z , R$z commute. 
LEMMA 2. A normed algebra is a noncommutative Jordan algebra which 
is algebraic; if Q is the norm then each element x satisfies the polynomial 
cc@) = QW - 4. 
hf. BY (3), (4), (5) 7(UzLL & 0) = T,( UzLL.& U,Lv) = 7(L&, U,Lv) = 
T(U, RzUzLv) = T,( U%=u, R,USLv) = T=( UzLv . UzLu, x) = T,( USLo, 
x * U,Lu) = r(v, L,U,Lu) = T(L&TJ~L u, v), so by nondegeneracy of r UzLLz = 
LoUzL (strictly speaking this has been proved only for those x for which 
Q(X) # 0, but since this is a dense set the relation holds everywhere). Lineariz- 
. . 
mg, i.e., applying a, I+ , we see R+CL, = L,R, , whence also R,pLz2 = Ln2RS2 .
Then by (4) L, , R, , Lzz commute; dually L, , R, , R,* commute, so L, ) 
R, , Lzs , R,s commute, and A is a noncommutative Jordan algebra. 
That A is algebraic is a bit more trouble. Let q,(h) = 2 pi(x . The 
first step is to show that 
(6) ‘(C, z) !7i(X) = azoz Pi(X) - 8, %-l(X) 
where o denotes the symmetrized product x o y = g(xy + yx) of A+. Now 
for G(x) = hl - x we have 
c wd4 = 4 8(x1 - 4 II: = au{Q 0 Gl lz = -%Q I,+r 
by the chain rule since a,G I+ = --II. Putting u = --z o ()I1 - x) we see 
tic, 4QPl - 4 = aw-r)Q l,u--+ (by (2)) 
= - Chia,,(,,-,, q&) (above) 
= c vroz qi(x) - 4 hw 
so (6) follows by equating coefficients of 2 . 
The next step is to show 
(7) aCr.v.zl+ q&4 = 0 for Y = xi 
where the associator is taken in A+. Now for any y we have 
a uo(zoz) Q 12 = Q(x) 74~ 0 x, z 0 x) = azo(voz) Q 15 
by clearing (3) of denominators, so 
arv.wl+ Q lo = 0. 
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Then as before 
which is zero by the previous formula with x replaced by Al - x. Hence each 
coefficient a [u,z,zl+ qi(x) is zero. But since A+ is a Jordan algebra, 
x o (x’ o z) = xi o (x o z), so for the particular choice y = xi we have 
[y, x, 4’ = [x, y, xl+. Thus a,,,,.,,+ qi(x) = 0 as desired. 
Finally, we claim q(x) = q,(x) = 0. We have 
+, q(x)) =c Pi(x)+, xi) 
= c Pi(X)T(C, xi 0 z) 
= C &ok+ozd4 - ariozqi-l(x)~ 





since the sum telescopes. By nondegeneracy, q(x) = 0. 
LEMMA 3. If Q is a norm then r(c, z) = 0 for z nilpotent. 
Proof. Since A+ is a Jordan algebra by Lemma 2, z nilpotent implies 
2 = L,+ nilpotent, say 2” = 0. By (2) 
T(C> ~Q(Y) = az,QW 
Then 
T(C, 2)“!&‘) = %&C, a!(Y)) = azdaz&(Y)> = ad?(Y) i- aZvaZ&(Y) 
and repeating m times 
+, @Q(Y) = 5 c, ail...i, a,i,, *'- azhv Q(Y) 
a=4i,+...+t,=m 
for some coefficients ~y~r...~, E @. In particular take m = q(n - 1) + 1. Since 
.P = 0, the only nonzero terms will have all i* < n - 1; but then q(n--1) + 
I=m=i,+ *** + i, < s(n - 1) implies s > q, and since Q is of degree 
q the result of differentiating it s times is zero. Hence all the terms on the 
right are zero; setting y = c yields T(C, a)” = 0, T(C, z) = 0. 
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4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We now have enough tools to follow a standard procedure [.5, pp. 167-1691 
to reach our goal. 
THEOREM 1. Every normed algebra A is a separable noncommutative 
Jordan algebra which is a direct sum A = A, @ *me @ A, of a jkite number 
of simple ideals Ai which are either 
(i) of degree 2 over their centers 
(ii) finite-dimensional quasiassociative algebras 
(iii) j&site-dimensional commutative Jordan algebras. 
Proof. Any extension of a normed algebra remains normed. We claim 
it suffices to prove that A, has the above form for Q the algebraic closure 
of @. Indeed, if A, is a direct sum of a finite number of simple ideals so is A; 
it is well known that if Ai is a simple ideal in A then A, is a direct sum of 
@-isomorphic ideals in A, , and Ai will have the form (i), (ii), or (iii) if and 
only if one (hence each) summand of A, has that form. Thus we may as 
well assume that @ is algebraically closed. 
Let {ei}i,l be a family of supplementary orthogonal idempotents with 
maximal cardinality 1 I / ; 1 I j 6 4 because each element C aiei must satisfy 
a polynomial of degree Q by Lemma 2. By maximality the ei are primitive. 
Since @ is assumed algebraically closed and the Peirce spaces A,, are algebraic 
subalgebras by Lemma 2 (for the usual relations between Peirce spaces see 
[9, p. 1881) this implies the elements of Aii are of the form olei + aii for zii 
nilpotent. By [7], Aii = @ei + & where Zii is a nil ideal in A; . Now the 
distinct Peirce spaces are orthogonal under T: if if h T(C, Air) = 47(c, 
[ei , ei, AiK]) = 0 by associativity, so 7(Aij , Ajk) = T(C, Aij * Ajk) C 
T(C, Aik) = 0, and if there are no shared indicies then Aij * A,, = 0 implies 
7(Aij , A,t) = T(C, Aij * A,,) = 0. Since Zig is orthogonal to Aii , T(.& , 
A,,) = T(c, Zii o Aii) C T(c, Z,,) = 0 by Lemma 3, we conclude by non- 
degeneracy that Zii = 0. Thus Aii = @ei . 
We define an equivalence relation on I by i ,-j if ei and e, are connected 
in the sense of [3], i.e., there is an aii E Aij with aizi = ei + ej . Clearly 
i N j implies Aij f 0; conversely, if Aij f 0 then by nondegeneracy 
T(C, Afj) = $Aij, Aij) f 0, so Afj f: 0, and since @ is algebraically closed 
and afj = a(ei + ej) for any aij E A<j we see afj = ei + ej for some aij . 
Thus if I splits up into equivalence classes Ik and we set A, = @i,jal, Aij 
then the Peirce relations and the fact that Aij = 0 if i, j are in distinct classes 
imply that the A, are orthogonal ideals. Hence A = @ A, is a direct sum 
of a finite number of ideals. 
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If the cardinality of Ik is 1 Ik 1 = 1 then A, = @e, is a one-dimensional 
simple Jordan algebra. If 1 Iti 1 = 2 then A, is a simple noncommutative 
Jordan algebra of degree 2 since 7 is nondegenerate on A,. Finally, if 
j Ia 1 = nk > 3 then by the Jacobson Coordinatization Theorem [3, p. 11581 
we conclude from the fact that A,+ has nk > 3 connected orthogonal idem- 
potents that it is isomorphic to a Jordan matrix algebra H(Dnk) where D 
is an alternative algebra with involution S + S*. Under this isomorphism 
the idempotents {e,}islk correspond to the matrix idempotents {&}, so 
Aii = @et implies that the subspace of symmetric elements of D is just @. 
Thus SS* = n(S) = S*S for n(S) E @; it is easily verified that n(S) is a quadrat- 
ic form on D admitting associative composition n&S,) = n(Sr)n(Ss), and 
since the associated bilinear form has n(S, , S&E,, + Es,) = &(S,Ss* + SsS,*) 
(-% + -%,) = (S,-&, + S,*-&,) 0 (S&,, + S,*&,) corresponding to a(u12, 
h&h + 4 = al2 0 h2 the fact that (by nondegeneracy of 7) uis f 0 3 
~(ars , A,,) f 0 s uls o A,, # 0 implies that n(S, , S,) is nondegenerate 
too. Then D is a composition algebra, and so by classical results is finite- 
dimensional ([2] or [6]). But then A k+ = H(D,J is also finite-dimensional. 
It follows from [9, p. 1941 that A, is a finite-dimensional quasiassociative 
or commutative Jordan algebra. This completes the proof. 
5. PROOF OF SCHAFER'S CONJECTURE 
In this section we do not assume @ is infinite. Repeating the procedure 
of [8, pp. 9381, a choice of basis ~~~~~~~ for a vector space X and a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree q 
(infinitely many of the coefficients (Y~, ...ip may be nonzero) determines in a 
canonical way a function Q(x) on X by Q(x) = &,..+, olil...(yi, for x = 
Co+vi (the resulting expression is finite since only finitely many of the 01~ 
are nonzero). For u = &xi E X we set a,,Q = &aiQ where ai is formal 
partial derivation with respect to the indeterminate ti . Since only finitely 
many partials are involved, this is again a polynomial of the above form. 
Then we can define a bilinear form 
whenever Q(x) # 0. Again, these definitions agree with the usual ones of 
the differential calculus if 0 is infinite. 
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Generalizing [12], and proving the conjecture in [11], we have 
THEOREM 2. (Schafer’s Conjecture for Alternative Algebras). Let A be 
an algebra with identity c. If {xi}iel is a basis for A and Q(t) a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree q in the indeterminates {&}iEI such that 
(i) the trace form 7O is defined and nondegenerate 
(ii) Q admits associative composition 
QW = QWQ(b) 
for all a, b E A 
(iii) @ has more than q elements 
then A is a Jinite-dimensional separable alternative algebra, and Q is a product 
of irreducible factors of the generic norm. 
Proof. It can be verified that the usual theorem on specialization of 
polynomials can be extended to the present infinite case to show that since 
@ has more than q elements the identity Q(ab) = Q(a)Q(b) remains valid 
on A, , where Sz is an infinite extension of @. Then taking E, = L, , F, = Ra, 
e = f = Q in (1) makes A, a normed algebra. As in [8, p. 9301 we always 
have 
~EwUQ, -W = T(U, v) 
sofor U= ULor UR,Ez=Lswehave 
T( U&, v) = ~,(LJJ&, L,v) 
= T,( UJzu, L,v) (U., = LJJ, by Lemma 2) 
= r(L,u, L5v) WY (4)) 
= +UL,u, v) (by (5)) 
and hence by nondegeneracy U, = RJL, , Lz2 = Las (by (4)); dually Rza = 
Rnz , so A, is alternative. Then A is alternative too. 
We claim A is finite-dimensional. It is enough to prove this for A,-, , 52 
the algebraic closure of @. By Theorem 1 it suffices to consider only the 
summands of degree 2; these are central simple, since Lemma 2 shows the 
center is an algebraic extension of G, and in fact are composition algebras: 
the nondegeneracy condition aij f 0 3 aij o Aij # 0 guarantees that 
n(x) = xx* is a nondegenerate quadratic form admitting composition on 
A, = .Rei + Aij + &?ej , where x* = t(x)1 - x is an involution determined 
by t(x) = t(q + aij + pej) = a + /3, 1 = ei + ej . Using the classical 
result on composition algebras again, A, is finite-dimensional. 
Since A is finite-dimensional it is known that Q is a product of irreducible 
factors of the generic norm [Z2, or 8, p. 9471. 
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Similarly, generalizing [13] we have 
THEOREM 3. (Schafer’s Conjecture for Jordan Algebras). Let A be a 
commutative algebra with identity c. If (xi}ier is a basis for A and Q(e) a homo- 
geneous polynomial of degree q in the indeterminates {[i}ior such that 
(i) the trace form rC is de$ned and nondegenerate 
(ii) Q admits Jordan composition 
Q( UJd = QWQ(b) 
for all a, b E A 
(iii) @ has more than 2q elements 
then A is a Jordan algebra which is a direct sum of a finite number of simple 
ideals which are either of degree 2 OY Fnite-dimensional, and Q is a product of 
irreducible factors of the generic norm. 
Proof. As before, taking E, = F, = U, makes A a normed algebra 
over the algebraic closure Q of @; since it is commutative, Theorem 1 shows 
it has the desired form A = A, @ -*a @ A, for simple ideals A, . It remains 
to characterize Q. 
Define a polynomial Qi on Ai by Qi(xi) = Q(x~*) where xi* = 1 @ 6-a @ 
xi 0 **a @ 1. We claim Q(x) = Q(xi @ *a* @ x,) = Qi(xr) ..* Qs(xs): both 
sides are zero unless each xi is nonsingular in Ai since, by Lemma 2, Q(X) f 0 
implies x has an inverse, and if yi is a square root of xi (see [4], p. 43, since Sz 
is algebraically closed), we have x = yi2 @ ... @ ys2, = U,,; .*a U,* 1, 
Q(x) = Q(Y~*)” -a- Q(rs*)“Q(l) = Q(Y:“) a-. Q(Y?) = 8(x1*) -.a Q(xs*) ‘= 
Q&4 - * * Qs(xs)~ 
Thus it suffices to show each Qi is a product of irreducible factors of the 
generic norm Ni of Ai . Since for xi , yi E Ai Qi(U,yi) = Q(( U,yc)*) = 
Q(IY,~*~,*) = Q(x,*)“Q(y,*) = Q,(x~)~Q~(~J this is well known for the 
finite-dimensional Ai [4, p. 41 or 8, p. 9471. We may assume Ai is of degree 2: 
A, = 521 + M, m, o m2 = (m, , m,)l where ( , ) is a nondegenerate bilinear 
form on the infinite-dimensional vector space M, Ni(x) = N,(orl + m) = 
m2 - (m, m). For any x = ~1 + m E A, let B, = Ql + Grn + Qn where 
(n, m) = 1 if (m, m) = 0, and (n, n) = 1, (n, m) = 0 if (m, m) # 0; then 
( , ) is nondegenerate on M, = 52m + Gz, so B, is a simple finite-dimensional 
subalgebra of Ai, whose generic norm is just the restriction of Ni to B, . 
It is known [d, p. 411 that Qi = Nt{“) on B, for some integer K(x); since 
Ni is homogeneous of degree 2 for x, y E Ai , h, p E Q we have X4k’x’~2k’y’ 
Qt(~)~Qi(y) = Q<(h12Q&~) = Qi(UAetLy) = Qd~‘~UxY) = (~2~Yk’“zu’ 
Qi(Uzy), so identifying exponents of h and p gives K(x) = k( U,y) = k(y), 
all k(x) = k, and Qi(x) = Ni(~)k f or all x as desired. This completes the 
proof that Q is a product of irreducible factors of the generic norm. 
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